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Race report

Almost ideal conditions greeted the 66 members who
congregated at the Macclesfield Primary school to register
for the week’s meeting.  Not enough of a breeze to bend the
grass and blue skies above meant that short sleeves were the
order of the day.

a-grade (4 laps - 64k)

The anticipated attack at kilometre zero didn’t eventuate and
twelve of the thirteen considered themselves lucky to be able
to ease their way into the race.  The first leg out to the far
turnaround was fairly uneventful, Steve Ross, Tony
Chandler and a couple of others seemingly content to do the
majority of the work.  Guy Green making the occasional
foray from mid-field to pick things up a bit before retreating
back into the peleton.

On the return the thirteen bunched up at the bottom of the
hill then started the assault en-masse.  A crunching as chain
and sprocket failed to come together sounded the departure
of one of the group, the cries of dismay identifying Russ
Newman as the one who was destined to fail to crest the top
with the others.  A couple of kilometres later Russ’s voice
was again heard as he hauled himself back to the bunch –
something about it all being uphill.  In his absence Russ had
missed a couple of surges by Mick Day and Tony Chandler
that came to nothing as others tried to get on board, bringing
the remainder along for the ride.

Russ may have rejoined the bunch but it wasn’t thirteen for
long as Phil Smith rode off the front on the early slopes of
the long climb to the turn.  Phil’s efforts getting him to the
turn more than fifty metres ahead of the rest and into the
second lap with a good break.  The breakaway set the tone
for the next two laps, Phil extending his lead through the
second lap but having it brought back over the third.  The

bunch not doing itself any favours, effectively rolling the
bunch for less than two-hundred metres in the thirty
kilometre chase.

Third time up the climb another mashing of gears and it was
Steve Ross who was dismounting to realign the drive chain -
Phil still clear, eleven chasers.  Steve didn’t make it back on,
Nigel Kimber lost touch a couple of kilometres from the bell,
Phil Cavaleri did likewise soon after.  Into the last lap Phil
was fifty metres clear of a group of three who had a handful
of bike-lengths over the remaining six.  A concerted effort
by the six had the chase back together around the bottom of
the hill.  An increase in effort by the chase over the second
half of the leg cutting Ian Harper from the bunch and Phil’s
lead to nothing by the final turn.

After the final turn Russell Newman jumped away to get a
head start on the others for the last time up the hill.  A lead
he held over the top as the main bunch ran into the d-grade
bunch.  A couple of attacks on the return by Tony and Rob
again amounted to nothing as the others were quick to close
them down.

It was a move by Roy Clark about one kilometre from the
finish that decided the race, Mick Day going with him to set
up the battle for the big prize.  Tony Chandler led the chase
out but tired legs saw an end to his campaign as Guy Green
led a few others around and headed for the line.  Roy won
the battle for first but the war may have just started, Guy
held his followers at bay to finish third behind his jersey
mate.  Only around twenty metres separating first from
ninth.

b-grade (4 laps - 64k)

Kevin Starr’s new Cervelo didn’t go unnoticed on the start
line, raising concerns that he was going to do some damage
(Rob Amos sporting a new machine also raising questions
about the goings on in and around Chum Creek).  The new
Cervelo was in no danger of getting scratched as Kevin
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failed to influence the race, admitting afterwards that he felt
like ‘not good’.

Kevin may not have made his usual contributions but there
was no shortage of replacements in the twenty strong bunch.
Frank Nyhuis the first to step up, taking off from the raising
of the flag and raising the heart-rate of all.  Gary Wishart
was next up, testing his knee, then Justin Murphy had a go
for a spell before things settled down with Frank, Paul
Wilson, Rob Harris, Glenn Pascall and Nick Tapp doing the
majority of pace setting for the remainder of the first lap and
for the second.

Ian Milner went to the front late on the first leg to give
himself a chance to stay in the race up the hill, he held on but
the undulations later in the return put paid to his campaign.
Thorkild Muurholm had a go early on the second lap to be
joined by Nick Tapp who questioned his commitment (and
sanity), being assured Thorkild was in for the long haul the
pair gave it a crack.  Unfortunately there were too many in
the bunch with the legs, and desire, to cover any move and it
was duly closed down returning the status quo with the afore
mentioned band resuming their role at the front.

Quentin Frayne ended the second lap with a surge, his intent
– take a lead into the last lap and run away with it.  The
silence of the bell bringing Quentin up short but not stopping
him from making everybody else’s life difficult.  When
Quentin wasn’t pushing the pace up the little bumps
Anthony Gullace came through to keep heart-rates close to
their max.  With Quentin and Anthony driving the bunch for
the outbound leg there was opportunity for others to
recuperate a bit, Frank took advantage of the opportunity
then paid it back by testing the others on the climb out of the
far turnaround, cresting twenty metres clear of the hard-
breathing masses.  Having tested the waters Frank waited for
the bunch and a slightly more sedate pace was enjoyed back
up to the turn for the start of the final lap.  Well almost to the
start as Frank again jumped, trying to get a break into the last
lap.

Frank rounded the cone with a gap and took off down the hill
as the remainder regrouped then set off in pursuit.  Rob
Harris was keen to get across and help but the downhill run
and desire of the rest meant all he did was slowly drag the
bunch back to Frank’s wheel.  Frank sitting up before the
drop to the far turn to catch a breather before the bunch
caught him and before what was looming as a bunch sprint.

Anthony Gullace led the way up the climb for the final time,
spinning his way to the top, Frank had recovered enough to
hold his wheel with the bunch stretched out behind.  A
stretch that managed to close up once the road levelled out a
bit before Thorkild made an effort to avoid the sprint by
attacking the bunch, an unsuccessful attempt.  Kevin Jackson
was next to find the front, for a short time (it’s windy up
there - ed.).  Between the small moves Rob Harris was doing
a lot of the driving which proved his undoing when the race
for the line started.

The pace up the last grinding incline was punishing and it
looked like it was going to be a race of attrition to the line

until Quentin got out of the saddle and powered past Nick
Tapp and Frank Nyhuis taking the lead in the last hundred
metres.  Gary Wishart hot on Quentin’s wheels but unable to
catch him before the line.  Frank and Nick paying the price
of setting the pace as Anthony Gullace and then Stuart
Bendall also slipped by to relegate them from the placings.

c-grade (3 laps - 48k)

A steady pace through the first of three laps a welcome
welcome to Paul Kelly and Neil Cartledge who had been
promoted up from d-grade, Grant Greenhalgh, Peter Connor
and a few others responsible for the first lap pace.  Having
got to know a few of the regulars and keen to be a part of the
group the newbies; Neil and Paul, took to the front on the
second lap and tried to lift the pace (how to win friends and
influence people - ed).  Others joining them to put the
pressure on, pressure that proved too much for some and it
was a slightly smaller group that took the bell and turned for
the last lap.

Having regrouped through the neutral zone after the turn the
pace picked up again and the bunch raced down to the final
turn at Yellingbo.  The pace kept high with Bruce Hawker,
Peter Cox and Peter Connor pushing hard up the little
inclines and keeping the momentum going down the other
sides, enough to discourage any breakaway attempts.  And it
was as a group that the bunch turned for home.  After
regrouping Bruce and P. Cox took off, hitting the foot of the
pinch with a decent gap and with nobody in the bunch
seemingly too keen to chase they crested well ahead of the
others.

Half way back a second group moved off the front; Martin
Stalder, P. Connor and another getting well clear and leaving
the others to consider their options.  It was Neil who set
about redressing the situation, taking the bars by the drops
and going for it, the remainder dropping in behind as Neil
slowly closed the gap to the trio ahead.  Andrew and his
cohorts were hauled in around Swales Road, the gap to the
lead pair noticeably reduced and within reach, if the bunch
worked together.  Despite nobody putting their hand up the
gap to the leaders held.

On the first part of the climb to the finish Martin and Peter
Connor took over from Neil.  Then as Peter Cox started to
fade optimism was converted to effort and Neil dug deep,
raising moans of defeat from behind as the pain took hold he
closed in on the leaders.  As the sprint progressed Peter Cox
was overhauled by Martin, Peter Connor and eventually
Neil.  Peter Connor had either underestimated the finish or
overestimated his reserves and also faded to be passed by
Neil who was slowly closing on Martin, the pair closing on a
tiring Bruce.

But they all ran out of road, Bruce taking the win by a
comfortable margin, the officials having no problems
separating second from third either.

d-grade (3 laps - 48k) (Mal Jones)

The d-grade field, at a mild and wind free Macclesfield on



June 27th, took on somewhat of a different look after the
elevation of Neil Cartledge and Paul Kelly to c-grade.

Their movement left it up to the remaining bunch d-grade
offenders to contemplate how they were going to deal with
the expected heartbreaking uphill charges of Sam
Bruzzese…

Perhaps it was going to come in the form of Richard Plumb,
making only his second start in 6 months, or Ray Sheldon,
who on the back of a recent brilliant performance at Killara
Road was upgraded from E to D on the start line by Keith
Bowen.

Out to the first turn the pace was moderate and manageable
with big Dean Niclasen doing a lot of the work up front.  The
trip out was uneventful apart from Andrew Buchanan
derailing a chain within sight of the turn.  Graeme Parker
slowed to assist Andrew while Peter Mackie put the brakes
on the bunch to give them both a chance to close the gap.

The return leg provided no surprises with the climbers
moving towards the front up the hills as Sam Bruzzese put
on a bit of a burst and the rest testing their aerobic capacity
to hang on.

Whether it was a strategy or just happened that way didn’t
matter, it worked, with the bunch rounding the finish turn
largely intact and in close company.

Lap 2 was much the same with the lead being spread around
between the bunch.  Again the pace was nothing too hard,
although Andrew Buchanan did test the legs with a couple of
bursts on the return trip.

Fortunately for the rest (and possibly unfortunately for
Andrew), the majority were up to the task and very quickly
shut down any potential breaks.

As the race went on, several things became evident:
- Sam Bruzzese was either holding off on a charge – or

wasn’t completely on song (it proved to be the latter),
- Andrew Buchanan was showing some new found

aggression with his blistering moves up around the
outside on the return leg,

- Dean Niclasen had ideas of trying to get an advantage
before the hills took their effect (on him), and

- the bunch was coping well with the pace.

At the end of the second lap to take the bell, the bunch was
still mostly together around the turn.  An errant car driver
created a moment not far into the final lap as she came up
behind to pass just as one of the other grades was coming in
the opposite direction.  Leaning on the horn as she pushed
through, it gave several riders a chance to test their heart
rates…

Whether it was imaginary or not, the pace for the third and
final lap seemed to settle into something bordering on sedate.

It was only on the first hill after the turnaround that things
started to happen.  Andrew Buchanan was still experiencing

bike troubles and had already lost the chain a second time
heading into the turn.  Going up the hill he suddenly slowed
amidst a crashing of gears and chain desperately trying to
pick up a cog, giving Graeme Parker right behind nowhere to
go – but over the centre (double) line of the road.

A few quizzical looks and glances from those that saw what
happened – but nothing was said… Until Graeme announced
that he had to disqualify himself for crossing the line – and
meant it!

It lightened the mood, but nonetheless showed that Graeme
was absolutely serious about the issue of crossing the centre
line – whether intentional or accidental (as it was in this
case).

The bunch pressed on up the hill, with the pace and effort of
the hills beginning to tell at the rear.  Some jockeying for
position continued towards the front, with those still thinking
they were in with a chance keen to not show too much, but
also not wanting to drop off the back and give too much of a
head start for the all important uphill sprint finish.

As the bunch pushed towards the last kilometre the pace was
still quite relaxed, but the tell tale clicking and clunking as
gears were readied for the sprint signalled the moment of
truth was about to arrive.

And yet, even as the bunch rounded the corner to get the first
glimpse of the finish, no one was prepared to begin the
charge.  It was as if everyone was expecting Sam Bruzzese
to make the first move…

As the chequered flag loomed ever larger and the adrenalin
levels went higher, the pace finally went up.  Sam took off
with Andrew Buchanan and 2 or 3 others in hot pursuit.
Graeme Parker was in the mix early, but, remembering his
self-disqualification graciously pulled out of the sprint.

Andrew managed to overhaul Sam, with 50 or so metres to
go, then heard the ominous sound of a set of whirring pedals
coming from behind.  Mal Jones had been laying very low
for much of the race and saw the gap open up on the inside.

Whether the stars aligned on that moment or it was part of a
planned attack it didn’t matter.  He made the dash for the line
to take out his first d-grade road race win.

A delighted Andrew Buchanan came in second and Sam
Bruzzese third.  The rest of the bunch wasn’t far behind to
complete what had been a mostly entertaining ride.

e-grade (2 laps - 32k)

With only two riders registered for f-grade the two lower
grades were combined into a handicap, Ronnie and JC being
given a head start, seven e-graders chasing.  Ronnie and JC
shared the load for three half laps with the gap to e-grade
decreasing all the time.  While behind, the e-grade crew were
sufficiently confident of catching the pair that they raced a
scratch race while they chased; John Thomson and Mal



Doswell being aggressive within the bunch and by default
closing the gap to the hares.

The seven caught and passed the two on the final return
home only to have JC take off in a solo effort to keep the
Fort Courage flag flying.  Unfortunately the legs weren’t up
to it and he was soon back with the troops.  In the end it
came down to a sprint involving most of the original starters;

John Thomson winning the race for the line from Graham
Haines and Geoff Cranstone

f-grade

See e-grade

Results

First Second Third

a-grade (13) Roy Clark Mick Day Guy Green

b-grade (20) Quentin Frayne Garry Wishart Anthony Gullace Stuart Bendall

c-grade (12) Bruce Hawker Martin Stalder Neil Cartledge

d-grade (12) Mal Jones Andrew Buchanan Sam Bruzzese

e-grade (7+2) John Thompson Graham Haines Geoff Cranstone

Officials
Thanks to Peter Mackie and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to the race controller, traffic controllers,
marshals and the lead and follow drivers.   Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have
enough people on the day to run our races, to JC Wilson who brings the trailer to all our races and Peter Mackie with the drinks.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday July 4 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

+ Saturday July 11 1:00pm Yarra Junction Rob Graham memorial Time Trial

Saturday July 18 2:00pm Killara Road Graded Scratch Races

Saturday July 25 2:00pm Arthurs Creek Graded Scratch Races

Monday June 27 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Note : The Rob Graham memorial Time Trial is a VVCC Open event, entries are to be submitted to Keith Bowen on a

VVCC entry form (available on VVCC web site) by the 4
th

 of July with the entry fee.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday July 5 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday July 12 10:00am Carlsruhe West, Woodend 50k Handicap

Sunday July 19 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday July 26 10:00am East Trentham Pig & Whistle handicap

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday July 12 10:00am Kernot (Melways 627 K8) 46k scratch races

Sunday July 26 10:00am Kernot (Melways 627 K8) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday July 5 10:00am Benalla George Goodwin Handicap (57k) Closed

Saturday July 11 1:00pm Yarra Junction Rob Graham Memorial Time Trial 6/7 - $15

Note : Entries for VVCC Opens are to be submitted through the club secretary – Keith Bowen.
Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.
Entries should be with the club secretary the Saturday before they are due.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

13/9/2009 Shepparton Fruitloop ride, 50, 100 & 200k ride options.  $90.00 registration
- www.fruitloopshepparton.com/fruitloopride/

13/9/2009 Whittlesea DeGani Kinglake ride, 120k - $130, 70k - $105
- www.supersprint.com.au/events/degani-kinglake-ride-2009.aspx

18/10/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day.

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV – Alpine Attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150

Committee matters

After the incidents of two weeks ago at Yarra Junction the Club has decided to take a zero tolerance approach to dangerous and
illegal riding practices.

As was implemented at Macclesfield last week (27/6/2009), from now on all bunches will have a bunch captain who will have
the authority to disqualify riders who break the road rules or who persistently ride (having been warned) in a dangerous manner.
Disqualification will be effective immediately.  The bunch captain will not be the only person who has the authority to disqualify
(or reprimand) riders, any referee in the bunch or in a follow car can also disqualify riders found to be breaking the law or riding
in a dangerous manner.  Additionally any member of the bunch can report a transgressee to the bunch captain, a referee or to the
race controller at any time during or immediately after the event.

As road users we are bound by the State laws pertaining to the road, these include;
- Keeping to the left of the carriage way unless overtaking
- Not crossing an unbroken white line
And specifically for cyclists
- Riding no more than two abreast unless in the act of overtaking

In addition to this the Club is taking the line that riding on the wrong side of the road, regardless of the presence or absence of a
centre line and regardless of the continuity or broken-ness of any line that may be present, is dangerous and will be treated the
same as crossing a solid white line, that is it will incur immediate disqualification.

The only place where riders will be allowed to cross to the other side of the road will be in a sprint where the road has been

closed to traffic for the sprint.  Riders will be informed of this at the start of the race BUT riders should not assume that
because the road is closed it is safe to cross the centre line.  It is the responsibility of individual riders to ensure it is safe to use
the full road for a sprint.  Drivers have been known to disregard traffic control instructions to stop.

The reason the Club is taking this action is primarily for the safety of its members.  It is also to ensure that the Club will be able
to continue to provide racing on road circuits around Melbourne's eastern suburbs.

This may seem a harsh ruling but it is in the interests of member's safety.  And, with a little common sense shouldn't impact your
ability to race.  In the incident at Yarra Junction a partial cause was the fanning out of the back of the bunch - four or five wide
across the road and occupying the whole lane.  Whilst this is understandable in a race situation it is illegal in club races where the
road is open and, as we are not racing for our livelihoods, it is not necessary.

Things would not have got out of hand if the lead bunch had been riding two-abreast (as required by Victorian state road rules),
communication between the scratch riders and those of the lead bunch would also have eased and aided the situation.

Just remember we are doing it for enjoyment, most of us have jobs to go to on Monday morning. All of us have family.



Gippsland Vets Race:

Kernot, where the heck is Kernot? Well on Sunday June 28th it was lost in the mists of south-west Gippsland.  An hour and a
half's drive time from Richmond (no tollway), one u-turn (oops - it was foggy, I didn't see the turn, let alone the signpost) and
there, appearing out of the mist, was the Kernot General Store.  Fifty metres up the road and still hidden by the fog was the CFA
and the local hall, venue for sign-on for Gippsland Vet's inaugural race.  Over the next hour cars rolled in out of the mist, cyclists
amalgamated, bikes were set up and banter was shared but the mist didn't rise.  Warm-up was a misnomer, the mist condensing
on anything that moved through it.  A roll up the road proved harder than expected, maybe yesterday’s race had taken more out
of the legs than thought, the 30m visibility a serious concern when turning to head back to the start.

It was a small gathering; 9 visiting Eastern members outnumbering the 6 Gippsland members, officials reducing the race to two
grades.  An a-grade of six (4 Eastern, 2 Gippsland), the remainder making up b-grade.

The ten o'clock start time came and went as the officials did the only thing they could and deferred the start - another half hour in
the hope that the clouds would lift.

Twenty past ten and the mist was lifting to reveal a pleasant blue sky, a warm sun and an incline up from the start (explaining the
struggle in the warm-up), and so it was that at ten-thirty proceedings got under way with the two Gippsland a-grade riders
leading the way.  Myself and Laurie Baigent struggling to keep up, I eventually caught a wheel after a couple of hundred metres,
Laurie unable to do so. The odds drifting toward the host club.

The circuit; a 25k loop with a 20k (2 * 10) out and back, finishing down the little rise that starts the race.  Flat for the first six
kilometres then uphill for another six in a series of little climbs and a general incline.  Keeping with the six-theme, it's flat
(undulating) for six more before coming back down to the start over the next six (although there's a couple of ups as well).
Through the start and out for ten kilometres, going straight where the first lap turned left, a u-turn up by the hiway and the run,
generally downhill, to the finish.  A very fast finish with the slight decline and good road surface.

Having let the Gippsland boys swap turns at the head of the race for the first couple of kilometres whilst the heart rate came back
down and the legs finally thawed enough to actually work it was time to contribute.  Five kilometres out and a voice from behind
calls the first turn and the imminent presence of the hills. Hills that saw the end of Peter Shanahan.  Two Gippsland, two Eastern,
was this going to be a pseudo teams race?

Unfamiliarity with the terrain tempering the effort but the Mountain Goat (beer) of Friday night winning out as I led the way up
most of the rises to the ridge top where we were assured of grand vistas across Western Port Bay to French Island.  Too busy
trying to keep the legs in motion to check it out, the low clouds probably obscured the view anyway.  Again a voice from within
the bunch warned of the upcoming turns but not of the imminent cresting, or lack thereof, of the rises.  Onto the stretch back into
Kernot and another "little bump" then warnings about the right-hander by the General Store (keep it below 52kph) and past the
start/finish for the last 20k, slightly easier this time up the rise with sun-warmed legs.

To the turn, a few little inclines to stretch the legs and the bunch - see who had what.  Then back again, the inclines becoming
declines the declines becoming places to again see what hurt could be done.  Probably some but it was four that started the last
little rise before the drop to what promised to be a fast finish.  I found out how much hurt I had inflicted as I struggled to hold the
Gippsland wheels up the last little bit but was safely in the slipstream over the top but with nothing in the legs to do more than
hold a wheel to the finish.  I chose the wrong one as Stuart Bendall launched himself from the right one - Clem's, to take a
sprinters win, Clem Fries taking second with Paul Taranto third and your's truly rounding out the finish.  Peter and Laurie
completing the full race distance in their own time and ahead of the first of the b-grade riders.

It was a great race, well organised by the Gippsland guys and a credit to them for their first race.  The circuit, tough and honest,
good roads and variation of attitude that would enable one to develop a race, two laps would make a good challenge, three a
championship parcourse.  Aside from the lead car we saw only three other vehicles on the road.  The post race refreshments were
classic country fare, hot pancakes, sandwiches, rock-cakes, tea and coffee (beer & soft drink were available but …).  In all a great
day and one I’ll be keen to repeat at the next opportunity.

Congratulations guys, a top effort.

*******************


